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Tilted Compass

tilt*ed 
moved in an off-center or leaning position, 
tipped, angled, off the normal axis

com*pass
an instrument containing a magnetized pointer 
showing the direction ahead

A collection of poetry that explores relationships, 
specifically the complicated and difficult 
relationships we often find ourselves in.
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We wanted each other 
dead, the way one wishes
for shooting stars or passing grades—
so adamantly, with passion.

I imagined the ways I could kill you:
gunshot, kitchen knife, grand piano 
dropped from the fourth floor. 

You and I were like knobby knees
and rug burns, seventeen flights of stairs
with a broken leg. We knew the exhaustive knots
of love and lovemaking. But we still returned

each night to the tide of tangled bed sheets
legs intertwined, anchoring each other down. 

Anchor
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High School Crush

He was the first one: absent-minded doodles 
on edges of notebook paper, yellow headlights dancing 
through my bedroom window after midnight, 
Mother’s citrus perfume damp on my chest 
as the sticky summer air called me from bed sheets. 
It was mid-July. I was the lead actress, sliding 
into the passenger seat, slipping off my cotton t-shirt. 
We drove stage left—empty grass field that backed 
the elementary school playground. I ran, grass itchy on bare feet 
as playground sprinklers spit icy drops all around us. 
He reached for me, tucked a dandelion 
behind my ear—the perfect prop—and traced the line 
of my bra straps with sweaty fingertips. My head tipped back,
tongue outstretched for the sweet taste of faux-rain, 
almost as good as the real thing. 

It’s like you’re homesick for a place that doesn’t even exist
  - Garden State
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You are all the things I love:
melted caramel over green apples
on the first crisp days of fall,
peanut butter spread on toast
those early mornings when there’s still 
untouched snow on the patio.
The first sip of iced tea with honey
welcoming flowers as they poke from the ground.
Even cotton candy, the kind that fades on your tongue
and tastes like sticky summer air, children’s laughs.
You are all these things.
But I can only have so many sweets. 

Sweet Tooth
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he opened the apartment door and you came 
into the shell he called home
the little things went over easily
a toothbrush by the bathroom sink
the whole-wheat, non-fried crackers on the middle pantry shelf
a picture on the fridge of your childhood dog, Benedict
but then it was a procession
the dirty socks scrambled into his hamper
the boots slivered towards his bedroom
the pots you poached from your mother found their way into cabinets
the lace underwear folded devilishly into his dresser drawer
then the couch, the arm chair with the rip, the bedside table
the cracked lamp from the garage sale
and you, standing atop of the whole pile
holding your organic, omega-3 eggs all in one basket.

how not to fall in love
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I know 
you’re just like me
behind cinder blocks and cement
bricks like the strong bones
of your legs and chest
you escape—
tower with one window
see the world,
separated.
We are women, you and me:
hearts, eyes, fingernails.
You sing and I write
it’s all the same—passions
that men cannot understand.
They see blue eyes, gold hair.
I know you let it down in necessity.
We’ve both fallen for strong hands 
that can caress cheeks, climb towers.
I know you kissed him
because you felt you had to
chin stubble, probably brown eyes—
it’s always the brown eyes.
Believe me, I get it.
I know what it’s like 
to look in that mirror and see the reflection
of empty grass fields below.
But who needs mirrors, Rapunzel?
You’re a goddamned woman. 

Rapunzel

You love her in silence 
like the cardinal on the frozen branch
puffing out its scarlet chest, full 
heart expanding in cold morning air,
lima-bean lungs bursting with inhale. 
You love her quietly. Eraser shavings
on seats of diner booths. Scrawled pencil markings 
on white napkins, tracing patterned designs 
of cloth, feeling each raised vowel 
under fingertips. You love her unspoken: 
a flower for each freckle above her left eyelid,
names carved into tree bark, initials on padlocks 
secured to rusty metal bridges, a quiet brush 
of lips on skin between shoulder blades. Then 
your red chest widens, ribs bend as lungs 
stretch like balloons. This single kiss blossoming 
into voiceless song. 

The Song
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He is the humming of engines during flight. 
 Cruise control.
He is the plane pulling into the airport base. 
 Wings balanced, heading home. 
He is the rumbling of plane wheels on landing strips.
 Landing, rest. 
He is the tread of tires that mark his passage.
 Returning again and again. 

And she is the one who waits at the terminal window
watching the sun rise and fall.

She loves the moments when this consistency ceases:
forty-eight hour delay
seek shelter: severe weather warning

Autopilot
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A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds
       - Ralph Waldo Emerson, Self-Reliance 

My mother told me that men are like onions
tough on the outside—thick

layers of grit, dirt, earth, skin—
but sever that shell and they’re soft,

malleable, so bitter they’re almost sweet,
a sting that brings tears and an aftertaste

heavy on your tongue. I am a woman.

I chop celery and potatoes. I boil water. I trim
the fat off chicken breasts.

There is a red pot on the stove. A linen napkin
folded on the wooden table. A glass of ice water

sweating on its coaster. My hands are bare and raw.
I do not wear an apron. I sharpen my knives.
 
Press the blade into papery-thin skin.
Slice layer upon layer.

And I set the table for one.

The Bitch in the Kitchen



Dandelion Seed 

He touches you, softness of skin
And the fragments of your soul lift and fly
lost in the air like dandelion seeds
fluttering in the wind, carrying wishes.

You have always wanted 
to capture the beauty of intimacy—
the way fingertips unlock secrets,
how the contours of two bodies fold 
and fall into rhythm with the lightness, 
effortlessness of feathers.

You want to feel it. The fear, thrill
of falling, of losing yourself 
in someone else—finding yourself
in this connection—becoming one. 

One. This energy of two souls
intertwined, interlocked. One.
An embrace lifting heart and body
simultaneously. One. A touch 
exciting every cell, each membrane
of skin, fragment of soul, and suddenly

you are a dandelion seed, shifting
in the changes of the wind—true freedom
flying, falling. 
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The Storm

I have imagined our first fight—
words scattered like broken dishes 
across the linoleum floor. Angry 
words that tumble and terrify like thunder. 
I have imagined your red face, my balled fists
as we retreat to opposite corners of the kitchen. 

But later, you will come to me 
with a bowl of ice cream, two spoons,
a truce. You words will be soft 
like steady raindrops, soothing. 
And we will share this moment:
two spoons, plastic bowl
fragile, like a rainbow. 

To my future husband
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Wanderlust

I am a knapsack
tied to an abandoned birch branch.
I am a pebble along the shoulder
of a four-lane highway, Route 55 
Westbound
chasing the sun.
I am a heads-up penny
on the floor of a train that’s non-stop
Chicago to Dallas.
I am the white, feathery seed
of a dandelion
flirting with the wind.
I am the worn soles
of a pair of Converse
speckled with rainwater and mud.
And you are time.
We move together
passionate
lovers.
Each other’s desire,
each other’s demise. 

While Standing in Front of the Caravaggio

brush strokes like silk
on Saint Matthew’s robes,
I am brought to January,
the college library
frost clinging to the windows
and your face hidden by an oversized book.
I don’t know what to write, you say,
pushing the book towards me
Italian Artists: black shiny cover, gold print.
I slide my fingertips over the smooth,
crisp pages. Tracing muscles, cheekbones,
thinking of poetry.
Five months later, and I am here: the San Luigi dei Francesi
studying this canvas,
the contrast of light,
Matthew’s shadowed, knitted forehead,
the thin wisp of a halo,
his tense, wrinkled hands. All this
forming lines of verse in my head.
And now I know
there are two things you will never understand: art
and me.
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Loving an Alcoholic

Make my eyes the vodka-soaked cherry—sweet, heavy 
Lips—the strawberry cream liqueur—smooth, soft pink
Kisses—the salt-rim of the martini glass—biting
Hips—the last shot of honey whiskey—coaxing
Love me like the rush to the bottle’s end
Find me there—straw stirring ice, your solace
I am the last drop of the tequila sour, bittersweet 
Savor me on your tongue 
      And I will love you with the stillness of a sober Saturday sunrise 
      I guess we both have our ways

After the Fight

When I wake a quarter past five,
and your arms are strewn across the pillow
like flower stems after a rainstorm, I count 
the stray hairs of your moustache, watch 
your chest twitch and think how much I love you
when you are silent.  
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“My phone died, cutting off my music and 
I was left with the ringing in my ears, the 
pulsing of my legs, and the whirring of the 
man on the bike across the room.”

“This is When I Feel Beautiful
1. The first steps out of the shower: smelling 
like lavender and cocoa butter, bare feet making 
little imprints in the soft bathroom rug, hair long 
and dripping down my back, my face naked and 
flushed in the foggy mirror.”
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PRAISE    FOR    TILTED    COMPASS

“What struck me, initially, are Donnelly’s control of line endings and her use of enjambment to further the sonic textures 
so evident in her poetry.” - Brandon Courtney, Academy of American Poets Prizewinner 

“Donnelly writes wonderfully, in fact, she is in the top handful of creative writing students I have worked with over the last fifteen 
years” – Tim Bascom, author of Chameleon Days: An American Boyhood in Ethiopia 

“Donnelly is a terrific, maturing writer, and her creative efforts have a vigor that is inescapable, a vision of worldly experience and 
truth that resonates on each line.” – Kyle Torke, author of Sunshine Falls


